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Abstract
Due the recent increase of the volume of data that has been generated, organizing this data has
become one of the biggest problems in Computer Science. Among the diﬀerent strategies pro-
pose to deal eﬃciently and eﬀectively for this purpose, we highlight those related to clustering,
more speciﬁcally, density-based clustering strategies, which stands out for its ability to deﬁne
clusters of arbitrary shape and the robustness to deal with the presence of data noise, such as
DBSCAN and OPTICS. However, these algorithms are still a computational challenge since
they are distance-based proposals. In this work we present a new approach to make OPTICS
feasible based on data indexing strategy. Although the simplicity with which the data are in-
dexed, using graphs, it allows explore various parallelization opportunities, which were explored
using graphic processing unit (GPU). Based on this structure, the complexity of OPTICS is
reduced to O(E ∗ logV ) in the worst case, becoming itself very fast. In our evaluation we show
that our proposal can be over 200x faster than its sequential version using CPU.
Keywords: Hierarchical Density Clustering, Parallel Algorithms, Graphic Processing Unit
1 Introduction
With the advent of Web 2.0, the volume of data generated has increased signiﬁcantly, as well
as the high complexity of its relations. This scenario has originated a problem for several ap-
plications: there is more data than that can be eﬀectively analyzed. Consequently, organizing
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and ﬁnding appropriate information resources to fulﬁll the needs of users has become one of the
most challenging problems in computer science. New proposals for models and algorithms that
are able to handle this data eﬃciently (response time and appropriate use of computational
resources) and eﬀectively (response quality, or the robustness and accuracy to perform a task)
are emerging every moment. Among these, we highlight those related to clustering [18], that
consists in to organize large sets of objects into diﬀerent groups (clusters) according to a speciﬁc
similarity metric. These techniques can be used in many diﬀerent scenarios, such as social net-
works, recommendation systems, bioinformatics etc., making their use even more challenging.
Although there are many clustering proposal in the literature [2], the eﬀectivity of most
proposal is limited because they require many very sensible input parameters. Determining the
value of these parameters is hard since diﬀerent results can be found with slight changes in
the values. Facing these challenges, a set of strategies that has showed most successful is the
density-based clustering, which stands out for its ability to deﬁne clusters of arbitrary shape as
well as the robustness with which it deals with the presence of data noise [13, 17]. The main
idea behind these proposal is that clusters are areas with high density (many objects) separated
by areas with low density (few or none objects). An area is considered dense if there are more
the MinPts with a distance between them lower than ′. However, choose suitable values for
MinPts and specially ′ is still not trivial. In this sense, a new approach to deal with the prob-
lem is proposed in [5] called OPTICS. Instead to provide clusters directly, OPTICS produces
an ordering of objects of the dataset, according to the structure called reachability, starting
from a high value of . This structure represents density-based clustering and the clusters can
be extracted from this structure using diﬀerent values of ′ ≤ .
Considering that OPTICS is a distance-based proposal, on which is necessary to know the
distance between each pair of objects, it suﬀers from a performance bottleneck, mainly when
it is applied in large and complex scenarios. In the literature, strategies have been proposed
to make these applications feasible, whether through data indexing techniques [10, 8], either
through the parallelization of these tasks using diﬀerent processing units [9, 21]. With respect
to parallelization strategies, the use of graphics processing units (GPU’s) [15] has been given
considerable importance, since these are able of providing a higher level of parallelism than
multicore CPU’s [4], associated with a lower energy consumption [1].
In this work we present a new approach to make OPTICS feasible based on data indexing
strategy parallelized using GPU. More speciﬁcally, our approach represents the original data as
a graph G(V,E), where V represents the objects and E the edges connecting the objects that are
distance smaller than . To represent this graph, we adapt the compact METIS structure [19].
We use three vectors, V a that represents the vertices (i.e. the index represents the vertex and
each position stores its degree and the position in vector Ea where its adjacency list begins),
Ean that stores the nodes in the adjacency list and Ead that stores the edge weight (distance).
The process to construct this structure is made completely in parallel using a GPU and, at the
end, the adjacency list for each node is also sorted in parallel. Based on this structure, the
application of OPTICS algorithm becomes very fast, since most the costly original operations
is reduced to O(1). In this case, the complexity of OPTICS starts to be dominated by the
runtime to maintain a heap structure, which corresponds to O(E ∗ logV ) in the worst case. In
our experiments we demonstrate that this approach results in an extremely eﬃcient algorithm
regarding to the execution time, achieving a speedup greater than 200× using just one GPU.
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2 Related Work
Data clustering is one of the most used techniques in data mining. Its goal is basically, receiving
a dataset as input, organize the data into semantically consistent groups, based on a previously
deﬁned similarity metric. In [18] several issues related to the use of clustering techniques are
presented, highlighting some of its challenges, such as how to properly set the input parameters,
how to specify a good similarity measure metric and how to work with large volumes of data.
Several clustering algorithms are found in the literature [2]. These algorithms range from
simpler techniques and widely used in various scenarios, such as k-means [14] to more elaborate
and context-driven techniques, such as subspace clustering [3] and partitioning clustering [12].
A set of clustering techniques which is receiving great attention is the one related to density-
based clustering [13, 5, 17]. Such techniques are distinguished by their ease of implementation
and by the applicability in diﬀerent contexts. Moreover, these techniques do not need to de-
termine in advance, as an algorithm input, the number of clusters, as is done by the others
techniques mentioned above.
Among the density-based clustering techniques aforementioned, one of the most referenced
in the literature is DBSCAN [13]. Its operation is based on calculating a proximity radius
between each pair of objects, which is deﬁned according to the adopted similarity metric (i.e.
Euclidean distance, cosine similarity, etc.). From a minimum proximity radius, deﬁned as an
algorithm input, objects are grouped with each other whenever they are within this proxim-
ity radius. The main issue associated to DBSCAN is that clusters can have diﬀerent density,
therefore, it would be necessary to execute DBSCAN many times, using diﬀerent proximity
radius. The main algorithm proposed to solve this problem is the OPTICS [5]. This algorithm
does not produce clusters as result, but an augmented ordering of the dataset representing its
density-based clustering, normally using high values of proximity radios (i.e. named ). Based
on this dataset ordering it is possible to extract clusters using diﬀerent values of ′ ≤ .
Despite to be necessary to execute it just one time, OPTICS still a distance-based proposal
as DBSCAN, which is computationally expensive. One of the most used strategies to improve
the performance of these algorithms is the data indexing [10, 8]. Among the most commonly
used indexing techniques, we can highlight the priority R-Tree [16], that reduces the complexity
of these algorithms from O(n2) to O(nlogn). Another strategy adopted to make these algo-
rithms feasible in large data volume scenarios is the use of parallel computing, either through
distributed memory strategies [9, 21] or, more recently and with good results, through strategies
that use graphics accelerators [20, 4]. In [20], the authors present an interesting study on how
several data mining applications can be implemented using GPU in CUDA architecture [15].
In [4] is shown a parallel version of the DBSCAN algorithm using CUDA.
In this work we present a data indexing strategy parallelized using GPU in order to make
OPTICS feasible. More speciﬁcally, our approach represents the original data as a graph
G(V,E) stored in a compact structure based on METIS [19], completely constructed in parallel
using GPUs. Based on this structure, the complexity of OPTICS is reduced to O(E ∗ logV ) in
the worst case, becoming very fast.
3 GPU Accelarated Data Indexing Strategy for OPTICS
3.1 OPTICS: An Overview
As previously mentioned, OPTICS does not produce clusters as result. Instead, it produces an
ordering of objects of the dataset representing its density-based clustering. Given a parameter
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, the ordering encapsulates the information of all clusters that can be generated with any
values of ′ ≤ . The OPTICS is based on three main concepts: -neighborhood, core-distance
and reachability-distance, deﬁned as below:
Deﬁnition 3.1. (-neighborhood): The neighborhood of an object p is the set of objects s so that
distance(p, s) ≤ :
N(p) = {p|distance(p, s) ≤ }
Deﬁnition 3.2. (core-distance of p): Let MinPts be a natural number and MinPts-distance(p) be the distance
from p to its MinPts’neighbor, the core-distance of p is deﬁned as below
coreDist,MinPts(p) =
{
Undefined, if |(N(p)| < MinPts
MinPts-distance(p), otherwise




Undefined, if N(o) < MinPts
max(coreDist(o), distance(o, p)), otherwise
Intuitively, the core-distance correspond to the smallest distance ′ between p and an object
in its -neighborhood, or Undefined if p is not a core object. The reachability-distance of an
object p w.r.t. another object o is the smallest distance such that p is directly density reachable
from o if o is a core object. All objects start with reachability distance as Undefined.
Brieﬂy, we can describe the OPTICS algorithm as below. OPTICS maintains a priority
queue named Seeds to expand the ordering of objects. The priority is deﬁned according to
the reachability distance of objects. First, it selects randomly an unprocessed object p and
determines its core distance. If p is a core object (coreDist,MinPts(p) = Undefined), for all
its neighbours q ∈ N(p) are calculated a new reachability distance. If q is not in Seeds, it is in-
serted into it according to new reachability distance. If q is already in Seeds and its reachability
distance is larger the new one, a new reachability distance is assigned to it and q moves-up on pri-
ority queue Seeds. All this process is repeated until Seeds is empty and there is no unprocessed
object. Based on the output of OPTICS algorithm we can extract any density-based cluster-
ing w.r.t MinPts and a clustering distance ′ ≤  scanning the cluster-ordering and assigning
cluster-memberships depending on the reachability-distance and the core-distance of objects.
Algorithm 1 OPTICS Algorithm
function OPTICS(Dataset, , MinPts)
for all ((p ∈ Datase) and (p.processed = True)) do




if p.coreDist = UNDEFINED then
Seeds = empty priority queue
Update(N, p,Seeds)
for all q ∈ Seeds do











function Update(N, p, Seeds)
cdist = p.coreDist
for all ((o ∈ N) and (o.processed = True)) do
newrdist = max(cdist, distance(p, o))
if o.reachDist = UNDEFINED then




if newrdist < o.reachDist then
o.reachDist = newrdist
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This process is illustrated in Algorithm 1. As discussed by the OPTICS authors, the run-
time for OPTICS is heavily dominated by the runtime to get the -neighborhood which must
be performed for each object in the database, i.e. the runtime is O(n2). In order to reduce
this complexity, some data indexing techniques [10, 8] can be used. As we will see in the next
section, in this paper we adapt the METIS data structure, originally presented in [19].
3.2 Serial implementation
In our proposal, we represent the data as a graph G(V,E), where V represents the objects to
be clustered and E the edges connecting the objects that are within the minimum distance
radius of each other (i.e. this distance must be smaller than ). In this algorithm, the edges are
weighted, where the weight is the distance between two objects. This distance can be calculated
by metrics of similarity (i.e. Cosine Similarity) or distance (i.e. Euclidian Distance), according
to each scenario. As our main goal is the parallelization of this algorithm using GPUs, which
have a major memory limitation, we chose to represent the graph using a compact adjacency
list, adapting the METIS structure [19]. For this we use three vectors, V a that represents the
vertices, Ean that stores the nodes in the adjacency list and Ead that stores the edge weight
(distance). In V a the index represents the vertex and each position of the vector stores two
values: the number of vertices that are adjacent to this vertex (its degree) and the position in
vector Ea where its adjacency list begins.
We illustrate this data structure through Figure 1. For instance, to ﬁnd the adjacency list
of the object with label 0, we ﬁrst get the values stored in the position 0 of V a. The ﬁrst value
represents the vertex degree (in this case 2) and the second, the index where its adjacency list
begins in Ean (index 0). Then we are able to obtain its adjacency list by visiting two positions
in Ean, starting from position 0. We can also obtain the distance between the objects by
accessing Ead. In this case we obtain the objects 2 and 3, that are 0.5 and 1.75 distant from
object 0, respectively. The space complexity of this data structure is O(V + E).
Figure 1: The data structure used to represent the graph.
Algorithm 2 presents a pseudocode that illustrates the construction process of the graph
that represents the data. As can be seen, the algorithm receives as input parameters the data
(dataset),  and MinPts and returns the resulting graph represented by the above structure.
For each object, we ﬁrst calculate the distance to other objects. If the calculated value is lower
than the input parameter , an edge is created between these objects, and the weight is also
stored in Ead. After this ﬁrst step we sort, using the distance, each of the adjacency lists. In
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the case of serial implementation, we adopted the QuickSort algorithm, that has a complexity of
O(nlogn). The sort step is very important as it makes the complexity to search the MinPtsth
neighbour O(1), which corresponds to the process to ﬁnd the core distance.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for the graph construction
function MakeGraph(MinPts, , dataset,Graph)
for all p ∈ dataSet do
for all q ∈ dataset do








After indexing the data, the next step is to apply the OPTICS algorithm presented in Al-
gorithm 1. In this case, the functions to determine the total of neighbors of an object p, as well
its core distance is O(1). In our case, we adopt a heap structure to represent the priority queue
Seeds. Therefore, the complexity of OPTICS becomes dominated by the runtime to maintain
the heap structure, which corresponds to O(E ∗ logV ) in the worst case. On the other hand, the
indexing process has a time complexity of O(V 2), since, in the worst case, it will require a com-
parison between each pair of objects. As mentioned earlier, although there are more elaborate
indexing techniques aimed at reducing this complexity, our choice was based on the paralleliza-
tion opportunities that can be exploited using GPUs, as we shall see in the next section.
3.3 Parallel implementation
As discussed in the previous section, the OPTICS is divided into two main stages: (1) graph
construction and (2) OPTICS process. In this paper we focus on the parallelization of the ﬁrst
stage, for two main reasons. First, the graph construction has higher complexity than the OP-
TICS process using the graph structure and also it has many parallelization opportunities. Sec-
ond, the parallelization of OPTICS process using the graph structure proposed is limited to the
parallelization of heap structure manipulation, which has many critical sections. As we shall see
in the Section 4, the OPTICS process corresponding to less than 1% of the total execution time.
The computational process to construct the graph representation, as described in Section 3.2,
involves three arrays: V a, Ean and Ead with spatial complexity of O(V ) and O(E) respectively,
and four basic steps: (1) calculating the ﬁrst value of V a; (2) calculating the second value of
V a; (3) constructing the Ea; and, ﬁnally (4) sorting the adjacent lists present in Ean by the
distance in Ead. In our approach, all these steps where parallelized using GPUs, as described
below and summarized on Figure 2.
• Vertices degree calculation: For each vertex, we calculate the total number of adja-
cent vertices. In this step, we can use the multiple cores of the GPU to process multiple
vertices in parallel. Our parallel strategy using GPU assigns a thread to each vertex, i.e.,
each entry of the vector V a. Each GPU thread will count how many adjacent vertices has
under its responsibility, ﬁlling the ﬁrst value on the vector V a. As we can see, there are
no dependency (or communication) between those parallel tasks (embarrassingly parallel
problem). Thus, the computational complexity can be reduced from O(V 2) to O(V ).
• Adjacency index calculation: The second value in V a is related to the start index in
Ea of the adjacency list of a particular vertex. The calculation of this value depends on the
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start index of the vertex adjacency list and the degree of the previous vertex. For example,
the start index for the vertex 0 is 0, since it is the ﬁrst vertex. For the vertex 1, the start
index is the start index from the previous vertex (i.e. 0), plus its degree, already calculated
in the previous step. We realize that we have a data dependency where the next vertex de-
pends on the calculation of the preceding vertices. This is a problem that can be eﬃciently
done in parallel using an exclusive scan operation [6]. For this operation, we used the
thrust library, distributed as part of the CUDA SDK. This library provides, among others
algorithms, an optimized exclusive scan implementation that is suitable for our method.
• Adjacency lists assembly: Having the vector V a been completely ﬁlled, i.e., for each
vertex, we know its degree and the start index of its adjacency list, calculated in the two
previous steps, we can now simply mount the compact adjacency list, represented by Ea.
Following the logic of the ﬁrst step, we assign a GPU thread to each vertex. Each of these
threads will ﬁll the adjacency list of its associated vertex with all vertices adjacent to it.
The adjacency list for each vertex starts at the index present in the second value of V a,
and it has an oﬀset related to the degree of the vertex.
• Adjacency lists sorting: Having the vector Ean and Ead been completely ﬁlled, we can
now simply sort each adjacent list presented in Ea. Following the logic of the Third step,
we assign a GPU thread to each vertex. Each of these threads will sort the adjacency list
of its associated vertex. In this case, instead to use the Quicksort, we adopt the Selection
Sort, since the complexity of this algorithm is always O(n2), in the worst, average and
best cases, consequently avoiding an unbalanced workload between the threads.
Figure 2: Computation and data transfers illustration.
4 Experimental Evaluation
4.1 Experimental Setup
To evaluate the proposed strategy, we developed a set of tests ranging the size of the input
data set between 5, 000 and 700, 000 objects in a two dimensional space (two attributes). For
each data size we extracted the execution times for the construction of the graph, the sorting
process, the OPTICS process, as well as the total time spent by the application, for both CPU
and GPU implementations. From these data we evaluate and compare the speedup achieved by
the GPU implementation in each part of the algorithm, as well as in the application as a whole.
In all our tests we used data sets with 20 randomly generated Gaussian clusters. Furthermore,
the input parameters are ﬁxed for all tests being MinPts = 4 and  = 0.05. The choice of this
conﬁguration was based on that presented in [7].
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The implementation was written in C and C for CUDA (nVidia) [15], and all experiments
were performed using a GNU/Linux 4.1.13 machine, with 32GB of memory and a Intel Core
i7-4930K 3.40GHz processor. For the GPU tests we used a Tesla K40c, with 2,880 CUDA
cores organized in 15 multiprocessors. This GPU has a total of 12 GB of memory. The
distance metric adopted was the Euclidean Distance [11]. In the following subsections, ﬁrst
we present a proﬁling execution of the all application in order to verify which stages are more
computationally expensive and, consequently, justifying the parallelization choices previously
described. After that, we present the results obtained in the construction of the graph, and
ﬁnally in the application as a whole, presenting the speedup and the achieved gains.
4.2 Proﬁling Execution
In order to evaluate which steps are the most expensive in our algorithm, we measured the
execution times for the construction of the graph, the sorting process, the OPTICS process, as
well as the total time spent by the application, for the CPU implementation. Figure 3 shows the
execution times of each step for all tested datasets. It is easy to see that the graph construction
dominates the execution time for all tested datasets, being 99,97% of the total time for the
700, 000 objects dataset. This result shows us that the parallelization of graph construction
was a good choice. The sorting step is also an important operation as it makes some operations
O(1) in OPTICS process. We also parallelized this step, but as it is only a small fraction of
the total time, we will report in the next sections only the speedups achieved to the graph
construction and the total execution time.
Figure 3: Runtime for each part in CPU
4.3 Graph construction evaluation
As described in previous sections, the graph construction step has the greater time complexity
(O(V 2)), thus requiring most of the processing time of the entire application. Figure 4 present
the results obtained with the GPU parallelization of this step. As can be seen, there is a sig-
niﬁcant reduction in the execution time of this step. The speedup increases signiﬁcantly until
N = 100, 000. For values of N greater than 100, 000 the growth is less pronounced stabilizing
around N = 600, 000 with a 214× speedup. This stabilization is explained by the fact that
when we increase the input size we also increase the number of GPU threads/blocks. Then the
overhead generated to schedule the amount of threads becomes a limiting factor, stagnating the
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speedup at a certain point. Anyway, a 214× speedup using only one GPU can be considered
an excellent result.
(a) Runtime (b) Speedup
Figure 4: Runtime and speedup of graph construction
4.4 Total time evaluation
In Figure 5 we present the results for the total time. Evaluating the runtime and speedup
achieved by our algorithm, we can see that the the maximum speedup achieved was 211x, de-
creasing the execution time from 8, 568.75s on CPU to 40.59s on GPU, with 700, 000 objects.
It is worth nothing that even with a multicore implementation of this algorithm presenting a
linear speedup, we would need to have more than 200 CPUs to achieve the same result achieved
by our GPU implementation. If we take cost into consideration, our results are even more
impressive. While a GPU like the one we used in our experiments costs about US$2,000.00,
obtaining a conﬁguration with 200 CPU cores would cost around US$300,000.00.
(a) Runtime (b) Speedup
Figure 5: Runtime and Speedup of Our Proposal
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this work we present a new approach to make OPTICS feasible based on data indexing
strategy parallelized using graphic processing unit (GPU). More speciﬁcally, our approach rep-
resents the original data as a graph G(V,E), where V represents the objects and E the edges
connecting the objects that are distance smaller than ). To represent this graph, we adapt the
compact METIS structure [19] which is constructed adopting a parallel strategy implemented
using a GPU. Based on this structure, the complexity of OPTICS is reduced to O(E ∗ logV )
in the worst case, becoming it very fast. In order to evaluate our proposal, we developed a
test set in which the number of objects to be clustered ranged between 5, 000 and 700, 000
objects in a two-dimensional space. For each data size, we extracted the execution times for
the construction of the graph, the sorting process, the OPTICS process, as well as the total
time spent by the application, for both CPU and GPU implementations, in order to calculate
the speedup. We demonstrate that our approach is an extremely eﬃcient, achieving a speedup
greater than 200× using just one GPU.
As future work, we aim to investigate and to propose new strategies to parallelize in GPU
the core of OPTICS algorithm, its heap manipulation, integrating it with our data indexing
GPU strategy. There are some proposals on literature that must be evaluated with this pur-
pose, such as the adoption of PRIM’s Minimum Spanning Tree algorithm [21]. Moreover, we
also intend to extend these strategies to use multiple GPUs. Finally, we will evaluate all these
proposals on real data scenarios, where the volume is very large and the data are represented
by several dimensions.
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